A Day In The Life

Being asked to step into the Executive Director’s office
can always cause a bit of nervousness, especially if you
have no idea what the “invitation” is about. Little did
I know that the meeting on January 9th was going to
be a work-life changer. In a nut shell I was offered a
new position, a new department, a new office, a new
team of staff to supervise, a new supervisor and an
“opportunity??” to create my own job description.
You probably know that Aurora is a company in a
constant state of change. That ability to change is
what has helped us be successful for 28 years. As the
saying goes, “if you don’t change, you die.” But,
I’ll tell you what - the “offer” of this change about
tipped me right over. Being a Regional Director for
14 years (and a pretty good one at that) taught me
much about change, flexibility, hard work, and open
mindedness but that all went flying out the window as I
thought about this new challenge. I didn’t want to do
it, wondered if I could do it, and felt like in some way
I was being punished. My 2014 resolution was to slow
down and slide gently into retirement in a few years. In
considering the opportunity, I started making my list of
pros vs. cons and filled a page with cons. The only thing
on the pro side of the paper was a shorter commute.
I was given a short window of time to make my
decision; another thing that I felt was unfair at the
time. The annual Advance was coming up and
apparently the announcement was to be made
at that time. So because, as I saw it, my only
other choice was to walk away from a company
and people I loved, I decided there really was
no choice…”shut up and just do it” I told myself.
The next step was to clean out my office and
walk out of my work home of the last 14 years.
On that particular day I was feeling pretty empty
and I thank my former team for being intuitive
enough to just let me leave quietly. As I walked
into my new office for the first time, my frame
of mind wasn’t much better. I think I worked a
day or so and then decided that I wasn’t any
good to anyone so I asked my new supervisor for
permission to take some vacation. Thankfully, she
told me to take what I needed.
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that I could make. I had the chance to grow new
staff, the option to work with my old team and the
entire residential team in a new way. I started to think
in a different way. I got my list back out and started a
“what if” list. I had some pretty interesting conversations
with myself and my negativity. Actually I gave myself
quite a tongue lashing!
As I sit in my very comfy and newly decorated
office today, I continue to be thankful for this new
opportunity. My desk is full of projects, my head is full of
ideas, and every now and then I have to remind myself
that change, even an abrupt one, can be a very good
thing. Speaking of abruptness, I now realize when
looking back, that the short time frame for my decision
was exactly what I needed. The more time that I would
have had available to consider the offer, the more I
would have added to my “cons” list.
I will never get back the time I spent saying, “I can’t.”
What a waste! And speaking of waste, my waist got
bigger during that time. Now I have to work doubly
hard to make up for that! You can bet that I will still be
sliding into retirement in a few years but will I do that
gently? I don’t think so. Instead, I will be going out with
a feeling of TWO jobs well done and an open mind of
what may be yet come!

It was quite an interesting vacation! I spent time
crying and cooking recipes that, although very
comforting, were loaded with everything that I
didn’t need. It wasn’t until the last couple of days
that something switched. I started thinking about
possibilities, changes and perhaps improvements

If you have any questions or comments about the Beacon, please send them to: Beacon@AuroraServices.com or mail to:
Stavroula at Aurora Community Services P.O. Box 68, Menomonie, WI 54751.
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by Dave Barnard

“That which does not kill me will only make me
stronger.” Based on this ancient Samurai belief we
can only assume that Wisconsin is full of Incredible
Hulks right now. Congratulations on surviving this
winter! Hopefully by the time you are reading this
there will be sunshine, blue sky, warmer temperatures
and a sense that we have endured and come
out the other end stronger. We will now hope for
a comfortable spring and a nice warm and sunny
summer. It is certainly well deserved.
Now that we have finished the first quarter of 2014, I
wanted to take this opportunity to give all of you, the
owners (and soon to be owners), updates on what
is happening around Auroraland. As always there is
much going on – some new and some changes to
what already exists.
For those of you who may not know, we are
developing residential services in Colorado. We
began in 2009 with a two person home for individuals
with Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). Over the past year we
opened another home for individuals with TBI licensed
for 6. That home is now full and we have recently
leased another home that will serve an additional
6 individuals with TBI. Things are growing and the
potential for the future is very positive. We hope
to offer opportunities for Aurora staff to “transfer”
between Wisconsin and Colorado in the near future.
If interested in learning more about these potential
opportunities please notify your supervisor.
Two years ago we built what we refer to as a “Crisis
House” that is intended for individuals who may need
short term community based residential services. It
allows an individual the opportunity to regain their
balance and then return to their previous community
based home. This house acts as an intermediate
placement for those who would otherwise have
been placed in a more restrictive setting such as a
psychiatric unit in a hospital. This program has taken
Continued next page
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off over the past
year and we
are seeing very
good utilization
of the home and
great results for
the individuals
referred there.
This program is
one we may be
replicating in
other areas of
the State as the
need presents
itself.
Recently Aurora’s Vocational Services received an
award for their excellence in service provision. This was
presented to our Vocational Services representatives
at a special event presented personally by Wisconsin’s
Governor Scott Walker. Aurora’s Vocational Services
have always been innovative and very successful and
it was great to see the State recognize them for their
dedication and hard work. Congratulations to Terri
Bollinger and her super staff!
You have been hearing over the past couple of years
of Aurora’s newest component, REALiving, that brings
together many of our talented programs, departments
and companies to provide a myriad of services to
other businesses. REALiving’s primary “product” is
Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) that typically

Consumer Spotlight

provides assistance to employees of a business to get
past the bumps and roadblocks that many of us come
upon in daily life. Along the same lines of everything
Aurora does, our REALiving is doing the typical EAP
differently – making it better. We are presenting our
EAP as an Employee Achievement Program. Instead of
just being available when there is a bump in the road,
our EAP actually works with our customers to help their
employees always be there BEST. This is done through
written materials, trainings, personal coaching and
designing of the services around the needs of each
customer. We presently have 18 contracts for EAP
which includes School Districts, County Governments,
Law Enforcement agencies and private businesses.
There are several other bids under consideration by
potential customers at this time. REALiving is and will be
a very exciting and important part of Aurora’s future.

Employee of the Quarter

In order to be chosen as an Employee of the Quarter, the
nominated staff needs to display Aurora’s values. This
quarter’s winner, Michelle (Shelly) Benzel displays many of
them. What stands out most is Shelly’s focus on Safety.
Shelly serves four individuals needing total care. She leads
and trains a large team of staff, an average of 15 staff at
a time, in all aspects of personal care assistance. Adaptive
equipment in this home includes manual and electronic
Hoyer lifts, a sit to stand lift, a pivot disk, gait belts, and
hospital beds. Job tasks involve assisting with g- tube
feedings and helping with numerous medical procedures.
One of Shelly’s greatest skills is her attention to detail, which
has an amazing impact on all aspects of the running of
this operation. Shelly makes absolutely certain that each
and every one of her team is confident in the skills needed
to create a quality home environment for the individuals
served. This has had a positive effect on work related
injuries as indicated by the ZERO occurrences of injuries in
2013 at Operation 069 in Eau Claire.

These are a few updates of the “goings on” within your
Aurora. As always we continue to develop and adjust
our services and structure to stay ahead of the curve
moving into the future. It is what has kept us on the
leading edge for the past 28 years (Happy Anniversary
Aurora April 18th) and will keep us as a leader long into
the future.
As always, thank you for the important role you play in
making Aurora be our BEST!

			

Dave

Michelle Benzel, Program Manager, is the Employee of the
Quarter!

Pete Johnson, Shelly’s supervisor describes Shelly as loyal, compassionate, having integrity, and is an exceptional
advocate for those she serves. Integral to all of these values is Shelly’s determination to keep both the consumers
and the staff serving them, SAFE.
Shelly has been with Aurora for 9 years and has served as a Program Manager II for seven of those years.
Congratulations Shelly and thank you to you and your team, for working SAFELY!

by Mandria Mouw

Elaine brings a lot of smiles and love to the Colorado Aurora family. She
loves to be on the go, and out enjoying the world around her. Some of the
many things she loves to do include going to the movies, bowling, yoga,
Bocci ball, massages, and shopping. She also loves going out for pizza,
which she does every Wednesday when she meets with her friends with
Headway, a brain injury support group in which she participates. Elaine
enjoys almost anything that includes being out and around people, and
she loves singing in the car on her way to her fun-filled activities. She also
enjoys painting at home and is an expert at playing Scrabble.

Her very busy schedule includes working out with her personal trainer two
days a week, Speech Therapy, Aqua Therapy, massages, and her other
activities of choice. Elaine makes friends everywhere she goes due to her
bubbly personality and positive attitude. She stays motivated and does a
lot of work with the staff on physical and cognitive goal work to continue
to improve herself and stay strong. Elaine writes “I love this place! I have
grown a lot...physically...emotionally and mentally. I can breathe. I feel safe
here! I am loved! I am happy in this home. This home lets me have independent choices. I am my own person. I
MATTER here! Life has been positive here. I love being here.” Elaine makes every day brighter for anyone who has
the opportunity to be around her.

Life Photos of the Month
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